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In a pioneering study, Rips (1989) reports an investigation of what we will
refer to as “meta-logical” puzzles. The puzzles he studied depend on imagining that there are only two sorts of persons: knights, who always tell the
truth; and knaves, who always lie. Here is a typical problem: “There are two
inhabitants, A d B, each of whom ipsa knight or a knave. A says, ‘I am a
knave and B is knave’. B says, ‘A is a knave’. What is the status of A and
B: knight, knave, or impossible to tell?” The solution is that A is a knave
and B is a knight.
Rips makes two principal claims. First, he argues that the process of so
these problems is accurately characterized by his theory, which uses fomal
rules of inference in the natural deduction format, and which is an extension
of an earlier theory (see Rips, 1983). Second, he presents a challenge to
theorists who espouse mental models: “Produce an explicit account of reasoning on knight-knave problems that is (a) theoretically explicit, (b) empirically
adequate, and (c) not merely a notational variant of the natural-deduction
theory” (Rips, 1989, p. 113). Qur aim in this paper is to meet this challenge.
We will present an alternative theory based on mental models, which is not
a notational variant of the natural deduction theory, which is explicit, and
which provides a better theoretical account of Rips’s results.
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count. First, he underestrmates
appears to view it as logically
e overlooks a key feature:
par with other sorts
and falsity. There is
on an explicit concern w
here. The heyday of the purely formal approach to logic (as opposed to
was brought to an end by the development of meta-logic: Tarski
to formulate a model-theoretic semantics for the syntactic caldicate logic, and Code1 proved that the predicate calculus is
“complete”
in that it provides a formal derivation for any theorem that is
valid in the semantics (e.g., Boolos & Jeffrey. 1980). Yet, Rips hi
nates “truth” and “falsity” in his theory. Eisev here, he has written: “cognitive
psychology has to do without semantic notions like truth and reference that
depend on the relationship between mental representations and the world”
a general analysis of meta-linguistic assertions, the probler,,s
are well known (see Austin, 1970; Barwise & Etchemendy,
the notion of truth, there is no notion oi validity, and metaSecond, Rips deals with just one variety of meta-logical puzzle. There are
many other varieties, for example: “There are two sorts of persons: logicians,
who always make valid deductions; and politicians, who n er make valid
deductions. A says that either B is telling the truth or else
is a politician
B says that A is lying. C deduces that B is a politician. Is C
s’s program cannot handle all knight-and-knave problemsose th& he investigated experimentally, and it cannot handle
other sorts of problem without introducing a vast number of formal rules.
ps proposes only a single deterministic procedure for solving
problems. According to this procedure, reasoners assume that
the first individual in a puzzle is a knight, and explore the consequences of
this assumption; next, they assume that this individual is a knave, and explore
the consequences of this assumption. They then assume that the next indiual in a puzzle is a knight, and so on. In fact, we have observed that
ically untutored individuals are much less systematic in their approach
until they have had considerable experience with the problems. They do not
come to the task armed with a deterministic procedure that leads to the
e, say, a linear syllogism, where the answer emerges rapidly
omatically, people can and do reflect about these problems.
usly make meta-logical remarks, for example: “A coul
e truth about the first part [of the conjunction] so the second part
assertion is a lie”. In short, an adequate theory must allow for diverse
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strategies in solving, or attempting to solve, meta-logical problems. The proips’s program is too inflexible.
portant, the procedure postulated by Rips is too pow1 and: as we will show in the next section, it places an impossible load on
e processing capacity of working memory.

Reasoning with models
n our view the ability to make straightforward propositional
ductions is
a prerequisite for solving meta-logical puzzles. For example, reasoners must
be able to make the following deduction:

if they are going to cope with knight-and-knave puzzles. Unlike Rips, we
believe that the ability to make these straightforward deductions depends not
on formal rules of inference but on the ability to construct models of states
of affairs. We have described this theory and a computer implementation of
it elsewhere (see Johnson-Laird, Byrne, & Schaeken, 1989), and so we will
sketch only its outlines here. The deduction above is made by constructing a
set of models to represent the meaning of the first premise:
A
-A
A

-B

where each line represents a separate model. The information from the second premise can be incorporated only by eliminating those models that are
inconsistent with it. The process leaves behind only one model:
-A
lating conclusions that do not correspond to any of
s the conclusion:
Therefore,
r simplicity, we have used completely explicit models in this example.
t, our theory assumes that ordinary individuals make explicit as little
information as possible in their initial models of premises. They represent the

isjunction above

ave modelled various meta-lo
strategies by ad
our program that carries out model
d propositional
arses a set of premises, such as:
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favour a general elimination of truth and falsity. In many cases, the translaxample in the definition of validity.
ibility of Rips’s strategy, we have implemented
models instead of formal rules of inference:
to the bitter end the kbchain of consequence
air of assumptions ab t an individual assertor.
use, before we consider other less demanding
umber 9 in the Appendix) has the premises:
asserts that not B and C
not
C asserts that
The chain from assuming the truth of A is straightforward, and yields a
contradiction. It
e conjunction of the model representing that A
is true:
A
with the models representing A’s assertion:
-B

C

he semantics of conjunction calls for forming the Cartesian product of the
two sets of models, eli mating any inconsistencies:
A

-

C

am then follows up The semantics of negating a proposition
r constructing the complement of its set of models. The set represents assertion contains one model:
ent is obviously: A. This is consistent with the result
ext, the program follows up C. The model of C’s assertion is:
which yields a contradiction when it is conjoined with the result above. The
of the program, which summarizes the process thus far, is:
IN hyp A -3 A -B C, neg-hyp B + -B A, hyp C -3 C B, * A
RADICTION
The chain from assuming the falsi:y of A is extremely complicated. The
root of the problem is the need to follow up a set of disjunctive models. In
assuming the falsity of A, the reasoner has to form the negation of A’S
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egation of: not agd C. This negation, conjoined with
assertion, that is,
not A, yields the following disjunctive set of models:
9
-A
-C
-A
-B
-C
B
-A
The procedure must now follow up each of the consequences within each of
these models: hypothesizing B and then C in the first model, not B (which
immediately yields a contradiction) in the second model, aqd B and then not
C in the third model. The outcome is: -A B C This model is passed to the
procedure that describes models, and the result is the conclusion:
Not A and B and c
The program’s output for this part of
neg-hyp A + -A
CTIVE CQNSEQ
DPSJ~UNCTIVE CONSEQUENCES
-A, neg-hyp C + -C -B * -A B
E CHAIN

-B -C, -A B --C
yp B --) B -A, hyp C --+ C B
neg-hyp B --) -B A, hyp B -+ B
C
THAT NOT A AND B AI\1D C

We will spare the reader the details of what happens when the procedure
continues by constructing chains from the other two premises tif the problem,
though they also yield the same conclusion. In our view, the need to follow
models renders the strategy most improbgranted that the problem was among the
xsiest for Rips’s subjects (29% correct).
The sMxxl ,rr&!em (number 19 in the Appendix) has the premises:
A asserts that not B
B asserts that _On
and C
C asserts that not A
The program yields the followirig output from the full chain based on the first
premise:
-B -AC,

-B A -C, -B -A

A C =+ A CONTRADICTION
T A AND NOT B AND NOT C
The use of the complete chain in this case is therefore less complicated than
in the previous example. There is no need to follow up any disjunctive consequences. yet, tk problem ‘MS one of the most diffkult that Rips investi-
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gated, and only 12% of the subjects solved it.
The contrast between these two examples led us to doubt whether
strategy was correct (regardless of whether it was based on formal r
mental models). We therefore developed four simpler strategies (based on
informal protocols that we have collected).
A simple chain is constructed in the following way. Reasoners follow up
sruming the truth of the first premise, but they abandon
the strategy whenever it becomes necessary to follow up disjunctive consequences. If they have not been forced to abandon the strategy, they then cansider the consequences of assuming the falsity of the first premise, again
abandoning the strategy whenever it is necessary to follow up disjunctive
consequences. A futiher difference from Rips’s full chain is that the procedure
does not go on to consider the consequences of other premises.
A circular assertion, such S:
A asserts that A is false and B is true
catches the attention of most people. As our protocols show, reasoners are
likely to grasp that the assertion appears to be self-refuting. lMany people at
this point can go no further. Some, however, grasp that if A’s assertion is
false, and A’s assertion is a i;onjunction, then the first clause is true, and so
the second clause must be false. This ci~u!ar sc’raltigy accordingly first assumes that the assertor is telling the truth, aaK! follows up only the i.mmediate
consequence of this assumption, i.e. it does not consider the consequences
of this consequence (unlike the full chain). Next, it assumes that the assertor
is making a false assertion, and follows up only the immediate consequence
of this assumption. The circular strategy solves a problem if and only if
of these two assumptions leads to a contradiction and the other leads to an
assignment of a truth value to all the individuals in the problem.
i
IIere is an example. Given the problem:
ord@

A asseris that not A and not B
B asserts that B and A
the program produces the following output:
hyp A --P NIL neg-hyp A + -A 3 * FdOT A AND B
The output shows that the result of assuming ahe truth of A was nii, that is,
a contradiction, and the result of assuming the n”asity of A is a single model
-A B. For problems that do not contain any circular assertions, this simple
strategy is impotent.
So far, the three strategies that we have described all rely on making
hypothetical assumptions and then following up their consequcnczs to various
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ere is an alternative tactic, however, that can be use
othesis leads to contradiction. Consider
ndix) that has
A asserts that A and
asserts that not
ular strategy fails, because it is
and from B back trii A, in order
t0 trace two li
cause it
t be false). Likewise, the simple chain
i.e. -A
p the disjunctive consequences of nega
as been discovered as a consequence of hypothesizing
thing tactic that is a direct consequence of comparing
models: -A is the ease, and the content of ‘s assertion is -A, and so B
must be true.
e have implemented this hypothesize-and-match strategy using again the
1 deductive procedure to carry out the essential work. The strategy
considers the consequences of assuming that the first assertion, A, is true. If
and only if the consequerrces lead to a contradiction, it then attempts to
-A to the content of the other assertions. If some other assertion, B,
ing content, then B is true. This consequence can in turn be
ed with the coctent of other assertions, and s n. It is possible to
ent a mismatch tactic in which the falsity of
is derived from its
tency with some known truth, but, once again, we believe that such
a strategy is likely to be beyond the competence of most people.
ne other simple straie<gyalsu ii&z use of matching, and. it is likely to
evelopeckfrom encounters with t?e following sorts of premises (problem
the Appendix):
is 2 circular asse

A asserts that not C
asserts that not C
asserts that A and not
Reasoners may notice that since A and B make the sam.e assertion, they arc
either both true or both false. C, nswever, does not assign the same status
to both of t.hem. ence, C is false. Both A’s assertion and
nnatch this conclus , and so both are true. There are t,wo tacti
this sarne-~~~eY‘iio~~-iZbZd-rnatc~
strategy: first, the de!tecti,on that two assertors
make the same assertion, vdhichin turn is inconsistent with a third assertion;
and, second, the use of a match between the resulting conclusion (4) and
the content of specific assertions (A and both assert not C). The strategy
alse detects where two individuals n&e opposing assertions abmit the sme
individual, 2nd assigns falsity to &n+ assertion that treats the GVOindividuals
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as of the same status. We have little oubt that reasoners devel
strategies depending upon the particular problems that they e
we have not yet attempted to model them.
In summay, we have described five strategies:
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still other

ps’s full chain: assume that an assertor tells the tru h, and follow up
the consequences, and the consequences of the consequences, and so on.
Assume that an assertor tells a lie, and do likewise. Carry out both processes
for all premises.
2. Simple chain: assume that the assertor in the first premise tells t
and follow up the consequences, but abandon the procedure if it
necessary to follow up disjunctive consequences. Assume that the assertor in
the first premise is lying and do likewise.
3. Circular: if a premise is circtilar, follow up the immediate consequences
of assuming that it is true, and then folpow up the immediate conselquences
ng that it is false.
othesize-and-match: if the assumptiorl that the first assertor A is
telling the truth leads to a contradiction, then attempt to match -A
content of other assertions, and so on.
5. Same-assertion-and-match: if two assertions make the same clai%m,and
a third assertor, C, assigns the two assertors to different types, or vice versa,
then attempt to match 41 with the content of other assertions, and HJ on.

The four simple strategies that we described in the previous section are all
based on the assumption that ordinary individuals have a limited a
process models of premises. Hence, they cannot cope with negated
tions that force them to consider the consequences of a disjunctive set of
models, they have only a limited ability to follow up the consequences of
assumptions, and they find positive matches easier than negative mismatches.
dictions about perfor‘Thz model theory accordingiy makes three main
maI compe tenee with
mance with m&a-logical puzzles granted some
them.
The first prediction is that problems that can be solved by using one of the
simple strategies will be easier than those that require ri~sorepowerful
strategies such as the full chain proposed bjj Rips. In CK&i 40 Wt th*iS Frcdiction, we have re-analysed the results of Rips’s first experiment, which he
kindly made availabLe to us. The 34 problems are stated in the Appendix,
and we have indicateid those problems that can be solved using three offthe
simple strategies (simple chain, hypothesize-and-match, ;3nd same-assertion-
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e have ignored the circular strategy because the problems it
and-match).
soluble using a simple chain. Overall performance in the
solves are a
orrect). Yet 9 there were 28% correct conclusions
eriment was Tow(20
he problems that ca
solved by one of the four simple strategies, and
ct conclusions to the problems that cannot be solved in this
itney U = 7, g s 301, one-tail, l:y materials). This result was
corroborated by separate analyses of the simple strategies versus more coms 28% correct versus full chain
versions of them:
ypothesize-and-match problems,
eluding those r
33, p < .KQ. Too few pr
statistical analysns.
y of a problem will be a function
of the number of clauses that it is necessary to use in order to solve the
problem. This number obviously relates to the number of clauses in e’he
tement of the problem, but the two notio s are distinct, as we can illustrate
, considering two contrasting examples.
The first problem has the premises:

A asserts that not A and B
as&Xts that I3
The circular strategy applied to the first premise yields the conclusion that A
effect merely traverses the
cover the contradiction. The
up, but they play no part in
second problem has the premises:

In this case the circular strategy fails to solve the problem, because it is
to
pothesize-an&match
8S
d it followe that not
, it follows that not A, which contradicts the assumption. Given not A,
ot true because B asserts that .A. EIence, the solutidn is: not A and not
lem should therefore be har
an the first one.
rses the link fro
en the link from
er to discover the contradiction.
1s second prediction, as we have illustrated, can be couched in terms of
the number of links that havti to be traversed in order to solve a problem. In
this sense, the prediction is ;hl ost independent of the processing theory that
we have proposed, and is likeiy to be made by any sensible analysis of meta-
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logical problems. Indeed, we suspect that the number of links to be traversed
is one of the main contributors to the number of steps that Rips’s program
requires in order to solve a problem. The tw
blems above are indeed
taken from his second experiment, and show w in this case our rather
simpler account makes the same predictions as h heory. There is a corollary
our prediction. For many problems, the number of clauses (links) that
ve to be explored depends on the particular premise with which the process
of reasoning begins. Hence, an experimental manipulation of this variable
should affect performancp
The third prediction is .i consequence of the model theory. Other things
being equal, the hypothesl 3 that an assertion is true should
sier to process than the hypothesis t.1:a-i811assertion is false: the oper
of negating
a set of models takes work. It calls, as we have seen, for the construction of
the complement of a set of models. This prediction is corroborated by a result
from Rips% second experiment, which by his own account presented some
difficulty for his theory. The finding was that certain ways of couching a
problem, such as:
A: I am a knave or B is a knight
: I am a knight
are easier than others, s- -% as:
A: I am a knave or I3 is a knave
B: 1 am a knight
The second version, however, calls for a slie tlv more complex process. Our
simple chain strategy yields the following
ut for the first problem:
AI3
TRADICTICM
It yields the following output for the second problem:
hyp A + A 43, zleg-hyy B -+ 43 =+ A -43
neg-hyp A + NIL -rc A COWT
As the reader will note, the second problem requires a negative operation
that is not requirei? by the first problem. This difference runs through the
complete set of problems and accounts for the difference between them.

a theory sf meta-logical deduction
development. Our theory postulates
ruth and falsity of premises (or indirect reflecknaves), which in turn depends on
ct about problems and processes of
aird, 1983, Ch. 16). In this way,
e invented by logically untutored
sed by logicians to create formal
n the relations between these
their semantics. And, most ir

In short, we have presented a model theory of meta-logical reasoiGng that is
explicit ; that is not a notational vsria.,it of the natural deduction theory, zind
that accounts f<crthe known phenomena of meta-logical deduction.

ounts an ingenious defence of his theory.
proposition:

e considers the follm+ing

If I am telling the truth, then the natural deduction theory is correct
Dints out, this assertion appears to be logicallv true (cf. Barwise anG
ndy, ‘6987,p. 23j. Alas, he here violates his own well-known priacihich we have already alluded: “cognitive psychology has to do without senaantic notions like truth” (Rips, 1986). EIe must therefore withdraw
the argument on pa:r? of contradiction.
to him, however, the
following robust CX&,lian argument. S
s ultimately devises a
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comprehensive theory of meta-logical reasoning based on formal rules. We
will call this system, Rips Logic. Now consider the following
A asserts that A is not derivable in Rips Logic
This claim is either true or false. If it is false, then Rips Logic allows one to
derive an assertion that asserts of itself that it is not derivable in Rips Logic.
EIence, Rips Logic is inconsistent. If the claim is true, there is a true meta-logical assertion that cannot be captured within Rips Logic. Elence, Rips Logic
is incomplete. I-Ic~e, a formal theory sf meta-logical reasoning is bound to
be either inconsistent or incomplete.
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of knights and knaves, but in
Note: We have stat the problems, not in the
ch, for example, “A: -A
’ corresponds to
asserts that
abbreviated form in
A is a knave and is a knight. A cross in a col&mn indicates that the corresponding
problem can be solved by the corresponding strategy, where “same” refers to the
same-assertion-and match-strategy, and “hype-match” refers to the hypothesize-andmatch strategy. All problems cari be soived by Rips’s f;~llchain strategy provided that
it is eqGi’;ped with the apprqriate
rules of inference.
Strategies
Problem
number
-___I__._____
3 ciailses
i.

Problem

Solution

Percent
correct

SaRx

Wypomatch

Simple
chain

-___
A: -Av

-5

?

B: -A
_A: JE,9 6
B: -A

3.

A:-A&--B

4.

B: -A
A: AvB
B; -k

+

A&--B

27

-.A & B

27

+

-A&B

27

+

A& -B

18

A&-C&B

35

-I-

4 clauses

5.

6.

10.

11.

A: -C
8: -c
C: A&-R
A: B&-C
B: -A
C: B
A:-A&--B
B: A&B
A:-A&-_13
B: B&-A
A:-B&C
B: -A
c: B
A: C‘
B: -C
C: A&&
A: -C
B: AVC
C: -B

+

-A&B&C

31)

-A&

33

+

-A&B

29

+

-A&B&C

29

-A&-C&i)

27

-C&B&A

27

-8

-l-

+

Strategies

Problem
number
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

20.

5 clauses
21.

22.

23.

24.

21.

Problem
A: C
B: -C
C: A&B
A: B&-C
B: C
(3: -A
A: B
B: -Cv A
C: A
A:-Bv-C
B: -C
C: A
A: -B&C
B: -A
C: B
A: B&C
8: -C
C: A
A: -B&C
B: A
C: B
A: -B
B: A&C
C: -A
A: A
B: A
C: A&-B

A: B
B: C&A
C: -A&B
_A:-R
B: AvC
C: -A&C
.A: Av-A
B: -C&-A
C: -B
A: Av-A
B: -C&k -A
C: B
A: Bv-B
B: -C
C: -A&-B

Percent
correct

Same

B&-C&-A

27

+

-.A & B &C

24

A&B&C

24

Solution

A& -B&C

21

-A&B&-C

15

-A&-B&-C

12

-“a

f

12

0

-C(A*-*B)

_ -_& 2,--

Siqde
chain

21

-A&B&C

A&-B&-C

Hlqwmatch

gr -c

-A&B&C

27

27

A&-B&C

21

A&-A&-C

18

A&B&-C

18

+

_.

Strategies
Problem
number

26.

27.

2s.

29.

30.

9 clauses
31.

32.

33.

34.

A: C&A
B: A&-C
C: -A
A: B&A
B: B&-C
C: A
A:-B&-C
B: -A&-C
C--B
A: -B&A
B: A&C
C: -B
A: B&C
B: B&-A
C: A

A:-A&-B&-C
B: AvBvC
C: -4v-Bv-C
A: A&B&C
B: -Av-jZjv-.C
C: AvBvC
A: -I;&-C&-A
B: -C&-B&A
C: -A&- Z&C

solution

correct

-A&

15

-B&C

-A&-C(Bv-B)

9

A&-B&-C

6

Same

I

-A&-B&C

6

-A&-C(Bv-B)

3

-A&B&C

29

i

-.4&B&C

27

+

-A&-B&C

21

A: BSC&‘%.
B: C&B&-A
C: -A&-B&C

_ Simpie
match chain
PI

Percent

Problem

-A&-B(Cv-C)

0

